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Empowering Women, Transforming Lives
Thursday at 11 AM Pacific
November 28th 2017:The Grandmother Legacies! - Part 2 of
4 in Special Series
Join Rebecca Hall Gruyter (RHG TV Network), Lorraine
Giordano (Intuitive Energy Healer), Mary E Knippel (Writer
Unleashed), Sandra Edwards (Intuitive Hand Analyst), and
Angela Blaha (Consciousness Mentor), as they share a
behind-the-scenes, heart-to-heart conversation with the
authors of the forthcoming book: The Grandmother Legacies
(to be released on Amazon on December 5th). Hear powerful
wisdom, tips, and ways that you can tap into your legacy story
and SHINE!
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Featured Guests
Mary Knippel
Best-selling author Mary E. Knippel, Writer Unleashed at YourWritingMentor.com,
publisher at Authentic Grace Publishing and inspirational speaker, is fiercely
committed to guiding you to leverage your impact through writing. Because No one can
tell your story but YOU, Mary invites you to take pen in hand to Unleash Your Story Worth
Writing. Mary empowers reluctant writers to build relationships online whether blog or
a bio and all the options in between, to tell the story only they can tell. Working as a
journalist for over 30 years, and a journal keeper since the age of 11, Mary knows the
enormous power and healing capabilities of the written word. A two-time breast cancer
survivor, she c
Read more

Lorraine Giordano
Lorraine Giordano is an intuitive energy healer shifting the way women connect to
down there. Lorraine is passionate about sharing ways for women to connect to their
own healing and creative energy. Due to the threat of losing her uterus in 2008, she
realized how much she didn’t know about her body – especially her female
reproductive organs. Not willing to give up her uterus, she put Operation Save Uterus
into action and learned how to reclaim her health. Lorraine is an Usui Reiki Master and
certified in Quantum Energy Transformation, Quantum Touch and Integrated Energy
Therapy. Lorraine won the Best of Award 2015 by Thumbtack for Reiki Masters in NYC
and in 2013 & 2016 she won a
Read more

Sandra Edwards
Sandra Edwards is a certified intuitive Hand Analyst. She focuses on life purpose
discovery and personality style rather than prediction of the future. Helping people
through life transitions has been Sandra's focus and mission for more than 40 years,
beginning with a 30 year career helping people through their divorce process, and now
as a Hand Analyst with guidance based on the information in their own hands. Sandra
is certified by The International Institute of Hand Analysis of San Francisco, and has
completed a graduate program at the Apposta School in Los Angeles. She is focused
on the continual self-discovery and evolution of the human experience and its
application to
Read more

Angela Blaha
Meet Angela Blaha, a consciousness mentor, who focuses on helping people through
the ascension process; ultimately finding inner peace, life balance and a deeper
connection to their soul-self. She has mentored clients, for decades, transforming
their thoughts, beliefs, feelings and emotions, to create a blissful life; helping them to
fulfill their dreams and desires. Her unique healing methods help to understand
beliefs, clear karma and past life connections, strengthen your personal power and
energy essence. The outcome of Angela’s work is blissfully life altering. With over two
decades of helping people make positive life changes, Angela is a transformational
teacher, speaker and aut
Read more
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